
SJ audio log ?3?4?

Giselle Crosetti: Impacts coming closer February 27? 

”Giselle Crosetti, IT specialist. Where there’s enough fuel to drive any IT, at least. Log 1B, 2, 7F0. 
If you managed to crack this log, congratulations, you’re smarter than 90% of this hopeless 
bunch what calls itself the Herd. 

In the beginning, there was internet. And power. And tap water. Until they took down the 
network. That must have been around New Year’s Day. Every cell phone in the area stopped 
working. Then they cut the landlines. Finally, the power lines. Which might appear to be less 
important in a base that has two massive generators hooked up to the pump system for the 
ground water from the excavation. But you know, the pumps won’t run on sunshine alone, and 
using the generators to drive the pumps that drive the generators is a bit of a catch-22, but try 
explaining that to those geniuses up there in that little pissing circle around almighty Lord 
Haywire and his starry-eyed high priestess. They just expect stuff to work by itself.

Now, it’s the water. And the sewage. I guess someone out there has rightly decided that if 
wishing won’t make us leave, they can at least give us a shitty day by making all the cans 
overflow. Tasty. It doesn’t seem like a big deal because, soldiers, remember? Yeah, but shitting in
a hole becomes real problematic real fast. I mean, tell that to 656 men and women who are all of
them high like a penguin on summer leave most of the time, which is all the time, really. For 
most of them. You’ll have them screaming bloody murder in no time at all.

Speaking of that, I hear Lieutenant Parker got himself killed nice and tidy on Valentine’s Day. So 
make that 655. I didn’t see it happen, I tend to keep a critical distance if you know what I mean, 
but the word is it was over one of the last bottles of Mosh Pit Premium. A taste worth dying for. 
He was stabbed with a tent hook by a crazed mol user desperate for his next flash. I mean really,
they couldn’t have seen that one coming? They counted 69 holes, most of them in his eyes and 
throat. Not that we have any doctors to fix that, mind you, they have more academic interests 
now. Go figure, soldiers in total isolation plus crates full of stuka pills plus complete lack of food 
plus dwindling alcohol supply actually results in violence. You don’t need to be Einstein to 
figure this shit out.

Where was I... Oh yeah, Mother Goose suggested chroot jails on all working computers to keep 
the nutcases in the dark. As sysadmin, I didn’t see a good reason to not grant that request. In 
fact I’m considering to join the project full time. I mean, the impacts are certainly coming closer.
They only found Jacelyn because the smell started to come out of the air duct. I’d like to avoid 
that episode happening to me. And there’s the thing with Jiao, and the thing with Solveig, and 
the thing with Yohanna, and the thing with Michelle, and it’s just a few things too many. I mean 
I’m no Brigitte Baudelaire, hopefully I have to say, but sand goggles are a thing. So yeah, sign me
up. The sooner the better.

The chroot cages mean the douchebags get their little sandbox to play around in and won’t 
disturb the grownups while we can read all their files but they can’t read ours. Education for 
the win.

Like, Big Sister is watching you. And as my auntie Ellie used to say, caution is the mother of the 
porcelain chest. So true.”
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